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GOTREK GURNISSON & FELIX JAEGER



Gotrek and Felix are a special kind of Dogs of War unit and can be included as a Rare choice in any army of Dwarfs, Empire, Bretonnians (although they are not normally allowed Dogs of War) or Dogs of War. They must be fielded exactly as detailed below, and may not be given any additional equipment or magic items. otrek Gurnisson is certainly the most, or the least, successful Slayer in this age of the world. His quest to find death at the hands of a worthy opponent has yet to be fulfilled, but in his search he has slain monsters, Skaven, Orcs, Beastmen and Goblins beyond count. His adventures have taken him from the Old World across the Western Sea to the lost continent of Lustria. No one knows why he shaved his head and took the Slayer's Oath and no one has ever had the courage to ask him. Felix was a student at the University of Altdorf but was expelled from the University for accidentally killing a fellow student in a duel. He became a street corner agitator and was one of the instigators of the Window Tax march, which ended in a bloodbath. Felix was saved by Gotrek, and since he was being pursued by the authorities and knew the Dwarfish attitude to oathbreakers, he had no choice but to leave the city in the company of the Slayer and thereby begin his most extraordinary adventures.
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Points: 475 (Felix 162 points, Gotrek 313 points) Weapons: Gotrek carries his Rune Axe, Felix is armed with the Wyrmslayer Blade. Armour: Felix wears light armour.



Skirmishers: Gotrek and Felix form a skirmishing unit of two models. Even though they must remain together both are characters and all the rules for characters apply (challenges, targeting restrictions, victory points, etc). They can move freely like other skirmishers, and have a 360° arc of sight. Gotrek: Gotrek Gurnisson is the most accomplished Slayer in the Warhammer world, having felled mighty creatures from the Badlands to the Realms of Chaos. As a Daemon Slayer he is Unbreakable and



while he lives so is Felix Felix. In addition addition, Gotrek's Gotrek s Strength is always equal to the Toughness of his target, unless it would normally be higher. This means he always wounds on a minimum of 4+. His modified Strength is used for Armour Save modifiers. Note that for Gotrek there is no maximum limit to how high his Strength can be increased with this skill. As a Dwarf, Gotrek hates all Greenskins, and pursues and flees 2D6-1". Whilst Gotrek is alive, Felix may only flee and pursue 2D6-1" as well. Note: Gotrek is also relentless (may march within 8" of the enemy) although as a skirmisher he may already do this. Gotrek's Axe: Gotrek's mighty Rune Axe is empowered with potent spells of cutting and cleaving. For each of Gotrek's initial Attacks that hit, he gains one extra Attack. Roll to hit with his first Attacks and then allocate and roll to hit for any bonus Attacks he gains. In addition, any opponent with Toughness 5 or more who suffers a wound (after saves, etc) loses 2 Wounds. No Armour Saves are allowed against Gotrek's axe. Wyrmslayer Blade: This enchanted sword thirsts for the blood of Dragons, urging its wielder to confront these monstrous beasts and imbuing them with unnatural ferocity and speed. The Wyrmslayer Blade adds +2 to Felix's Attacks. In addition, if there is a Dragon within his charge range you must declare a charge against it. Against Dragons, the Wyrmslayer blade allows Felix to re-roll missed attacks and failed rolls to wound. Gotrek's Doom: The Dwarf Ancestor Gods seem to have some plan for Gotrek, driving him towards an unknown doom. Since swearing his oath to accompany the Slayer, Felix has also been bound into this mysterious destiny. Although this means that they are forever wandering, unable to settle, they are also able to survive battles that see thousands of others die. To represent this, Gotrek and Felix have a 4+ Ward Save and Magic Resistance (2) – note this is two Dispel dice for the both of them, not two each. However, Gotrek may never join a unit, and so while he still lives Felix may not join a unit either. If Gotrek is removed as a casualty his Doom has no further effect on Felix.
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gotrek et felix tome 6 tueur de vampires dbid qt36 
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DE JAEGER Jean-Marc 

Professeur de science politique. (Faculté ESPO, Institut ISPOLE). Université catholique de Louvain (UCL). Nathalie Schiffino. Professeur de science politique.
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Felix Pichelin 

Master of E-business - Marketing and Sales on Internet. 2007. 6 months ... Launched an AdWords campaign on 4 English countries. July 2008 ... (first French weekly news magazine for Marketing and Communication professionals). - Created ...
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The Felix Propeller 

it looks pretty much like any other pro- ... were other common, simple tools that ... A common, simple tool I used a lot ... erence in a book on airplanes led me to .... 110. 105. DECIBELS 50' LATERAL TO PROP vs RPM. 100 oo. â€¢D. 95. 90. 85.
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Liasse fiscale FELIX TRANSPORTS MANUTENTION 

NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . FELIX TRANSPORTS MANUTENTION LEVAGE. 3 3 0 4 6 5 4 5 1. 69150 DECINES-CHARPIEU.
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Liasse fiscale ETABLISSEMENTS FELIX DAVID 

ETABLISSEMENTS FELIX DAVID. 4 3 8 1 ..... NO. DÃ©signation de l'entreprise. * Des explications concernant cette rubrique sont donnÃ©es dans la notice nÂ° 2032.
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Photo: Felix Woelk 

dessin Ã  un concept qui amÃ©liore la stabilitÃ© et la performance grÃ¢ce aux efforts conjoints de notre Ã©quipe de conception. On retrouve dÃ©sormais le ...... le maniement est trÃ¨s direct et immÃ©diat si bien que le comportement en thermique et la
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The Felix Propeller 

Australia and other ocean front countries. ... ous work, then an hour of rest. .... Jon Krapfl and Oiane Johnson with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service airboat at ...
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felix frankfurter on supreme court libro inglese felix frankfurter dbid 3bsd25 
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SOUSSE EGLISE SAINT FELIX - Sousse Church 

Good Friday 22 April : 16h45-17h30. Easter Sunday 24 April : 11h. Every Sunday at 11h. (1) At Saint FÃ©lix, Sousse, 1 rue de Constantine, just up the hill from the ...
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felix mendelssohn un intercesseur dbid o88 
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felix ziem le genie dbid 1571p 
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Hamlet piano trio felix mendelssoHn 

in mendelssohn, the middle movement is a song without Words for piano, violin and ... with wonderful, spun out melodies in the violin and cello, introduced by a ..... du clavecin dans ce cas est 'obligé', ce qui signifie littéralement 'obligatoire'.
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Felix Mendelssohn, Chant de gondolier vÃ©nitien 

Felix Mendelssohn, Chant de gondolier vÃ©nitien [Romance sans paroles], op. 30 n o. 6 ... oÃ¹ les gondoliers chantent comme cela : dans leurs chants, la nature demeure Ã©loignÃ©e de l'art. .... 4 NdT : http://nicolas.meeus.free.fr/Erlauterungen.pdf.
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Jaeger Le Coultre Atmos 540 Clock. - Abbey Clock 

... was introduced in 1984. It is a truly impressive piece of machinery. Fig. 1. 5/28/2013. Jaeger Le Coultre Atmos Clock http://abbeyclock.com/atmos540.html. 1/4 ...
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felix leclerc anthologie vol 2 dbid gi43e 
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djibi libro inglese felix salten dbid 38a894 
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crisis libro inglese felix francis dbid oa3 
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felix voyage dans le temps dbid slxhc 
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felix et l argent dbid 7 
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felix leclerc histoire d une dbid 4vhjq 
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Name: Felix Beaudoin Position: Characterization Engineer Company 

Name: Felix Beaudoin. Position: Characterization Engineer. Company: IBM. Short resume: Felix Beaudoin received his Engineering degree and his Master in ...
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felix gaillard ou la republique exemplaire dbid 8bra2 
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Make a brief introduction about Felix Baumgartner. - What did 

Baumgartner exceeds mach1. What does this mean? - The formula vf = vi + gt is correct during the free fall only for a limited time t1. Give the value of t1.
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